
January 1, 1969 

Honorable James J. Rowley 
Direeter, U. S. Secret Service 
Wagbington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Rowley: 
Although you have sometimes tailed to respond to my letters at all in the past, have never replied with full forthrightness or without evasive-ness, I persist in what for an Amerioan should not be a strange notion, that at some point his goveemment and its officials will deal with him in a completely aboveboard manner. This, it seems to me, is especially in-portent when the subject matter is the murder of an American President and those government offkials know that the offieial epplanation is not correct, and ars, in their own ways, so reoorded. 
Perhaps, with the new year, there will be a new spirit in Washington, a willingness not to suppress and misrepresent. 
It is with this hope and spirit that I write you about Secret Service ovi-donee, Control Mos. 703 and 109, and what, according to the National Ar-shives, is missing from their files. 
The first words after the synopsis of Control Bo. 703 are, "Reference is made to previous reports in this case, particularly report doted 11/25/63 by SAIC L.Matenevides and my memorandum to sAIC Bentvides Mated 11/26/0.' 
If the first part of this sentenos refers to the other person named in it, it cannot be found under his name at the Arohives. If it refers to Mrs. John Tarsikes, there is nothing further on her. And if it refers to other aspects of the same subjest, there, too, whatever SAIC Rice refers to is not found. Mi■ memo of 11/26/63 also is not there. All of this should not be, boom:se it should all have been supplied the Warren Commission and lens• remain in its tiles. If, for any reason, it he been misfiled or otherwise disappeared, I presume you can and will repleoe it promptly. It it is not in the files, or was not, it can be only because the Secret Ser-vioe did not supply it, and that I do not believe. 
It BOOM'S difficult to believe the Secret service, which bad its own con-siderable interest in treeing down some parts of this story (until it was forced out of it), allowed the matter to rest at the unsatisfactory point where these reports leave it. I would appreciate reference to any subse-quent reports on We. Wersihrs sad others involved in this subject, and oa the subject itself, and being informed when the missing documents are replased. 
It the Secret Serviso turned this aspect over to the FBI, which what I have aeon in the tiles does not indicate, I would appreciate knowing that. 
I hope it will be as obvious to you as it is to me that there is nothing ■t all here justifying any secrecy, nothing that can in any way damage inno-cent people, nor anything that will diselose technical secrets or sources of information. 
Please, may I hoar from you promptly and fully? 

Sincerely, 

Nereid Weisberg 


